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Reflections on Forty-eight Years
by Chuck Moore, Administrator, West District Support 
Team

(Chuck Moore has been involved with Special Education in 
the SBCSC for nearly a half century. Throughout his career 
he has served in many different roles as a teacher and ad-
ministrator. This reflection highlights the many changes and 
developments he has witnessed in his decades of services to 
the South Bend schools. The Special Edition joins his many 
colleagues and friends in wishing him a very healthy and 
happy retirement).

 Forty eight years! I can hardly believe that my career is 
coming to an end. Graduating from Purdue University, getting 
married, and starting with the South Bend Schools in 1964 was 
an exciting start to that career.   Hired by the schools in the 
first year when the transition from “school city” to “corpora-
tion” was taking place added to the adventure. The outlying 
schools in St. Joseph County experienced their first exposure 
to personnel and services from the city schools. I was one of 
10 speech therapists who served more schools (don’t recall 
the number) than currently comprise the corporation’s list. 
We each served 6, 7, or more schools that included oldies 
like Lydick, Ardmore, Crumstown, Webster, North Liberty, 
etc. The total corporation enrollment then exceeded 35, 000 
students. The special education office, speech and hearing 
office, and school radio station, WETL, were located in the 
“Morris School for Crippled Children.”This building, the 
former Studebaker Mansion, has been the location for Tippe-
canoe Place for a number of years. 
 Nineteen seventy-three saw the implementation of the 
state law mandating special education services, Rule S-1. The 
corporation had an agreement with Joint Services – Misha-
waka, P-H-M, to serve low incidence disabilities. In that year 
I moved into a supervisory capacity in the “new” location 
for SBCSC administration, the Education Center on South 
Main St. In 1975 through the efforts of parents, professional 
organizations, and particularly Congressman John Brademas, 
P.L. 94-142 was passed. We added to our challenges services 
to students in the non public schools. During these times chil-
dren who formerly were denied or provided limited access to 
public schools and services began to receive them. 
 Over the years we have seen the passage of IDEA and 

its reauthorization as well as other state and federal laws re-
quiring school districts across the nation to provide a “Free 
and Appropriate Public Education.” Many strides have been 
made in special education: university training programs for 
teachers, related services and support staff; continued training 
for general and special education staff and administration; 
provision of intervention strategies for students to meet their 
needs in the general education setting; comprehensive mul-
tidisciplinary evaluations; development of IEPs that reflects 
balanced participation by parents and school staff; involve-
ment and support by IN*SOURCE staff; and services provided 
in lesser restrictive environments.
 We have come a long way in doing what is right for all 
children. I am proud of the accomplishments I share with so 
many wonderful colleagues. I have been continually humbled 
by their expertise and commitment to students with disabili-
ties and their fami-
lies. I do leave with 
concerns that the 
resources over the 
years have not kept 
pace with increas-
ing costs and current 
needs and there is a 
need to support the 
efforts and image of 
public school staff 
more than ever.
 My wife, who 
has taught preschool 
children (including 
students with disabil-
ities) for 30 years and 
I are looking forward 
to a life of relaxation, 
more time with fam-
ily, and some travel.
 In conclusion, 
thinking about col-
leagues who must face the challenges that lie ahead, I think of 
a line from a favorite movie shared by my long time friend and 
colleague, Tom Spencer, they must “endeavor to persevere”.

Chuck currently  serves as Administra-
tor of the West District Support Team.



by Marilou Vander Griend, CAT

Summer is for reading, so here are some ways for kids to 
read and listen to good books on a home computer over 
the summer, even when they cannot get to the library.
 St. Joseph County Public Library has some very 
good resources for kids, both in the library and online. 
Do your kids have an iPod? Bring it in to the library 
and ask them to load it up with stories for your kids to 
listen to on long trips. Don’t want to drive down to the 
library? Go to www.sjcpl.lib.in.us, and click on  Over-
drive. Download Overdrive, and you can check out 
books and load them on your kids’ ipods directly from 
your computer. Or, click on Kids/Kid’s Services (left 
sidebar) and scroll all the way to the bottom to the blue 
bar for the Tumble Book library. Kids can read or listen 
to hundreds of stories right online. Books are organized 
by age level, with lots of offerings for older readers, too. 
You will NOT be disappointed!
 Does your child love the News-2-You newsletter? 
Keep ‘em coming in the summertime by emailing mca-
halan@sbcsc.k12.in.us. Send us your email address, and 
we’ll make sure you get an issue every month through 
the summer.

Summer Tech
 Indiana’s Inspire.net is a 
huge database with a section 
just for kids. Click on Kid 
Search to find a dictionary, an 
encyclopedia, and look up any 
topic your child is interested 
in.
 In addition to our county li-
brary, did you know the Indiana 
State Library has good books to 
explore online? Many of them are in Spanish, too. Go 
to http://www.ipl.org/  Click on Kids, then on Reading 
Zone. Check these out:
• Mighty Books
• StoryBook Online
• American Girl: Fun for Girls
• Between the Lions
 Tar Heel Reader is a fun storybook site for very 
young readers and those with lower reading levels.
 I’ve been saving the best for last: Sync audiobooks 
is offering some very popular titles free of charge for 
the summer-two a month! Check out http://www.audio-
booksync.com, click on SYNC YA titles and get your 
first download on June 14!

by Terri Schoonaert, BEST and Carol Hesch, OT, 
Warren Primary

 It has long been established that movement, sound, 
and sight working together help students learn more 
efficiently and effectively. Terri Schoonaert at War-
ren Primary is using this principle with the help of the 
MeMoves program.  The program was introduced by 
Carol Hesch, the OT, and once previewed, became an 
integral part of many students’ lives at Warren.
 The MeMoves is an interactive DVD program origi-
nally developed for children on the Autism spectrum. 
It was meant to use movement to reprogram the brain 
to feel joy, calm, or focus. It utilizes multicultural pre-
schoolers, school-age children and adults who perform 
interactive “body puzzles.” It is set to calm and simple 

metronomic music. According to ThinkingMoves.com, 
“The program simultaneously engages a person’s audi-
tory, visual, motor planning and sequencing and limbic 
parts of the brain.”
 MeMoves is currently being used in several settings 
at Warren to help a variety of children. Mrs. Schoonaert 
begins each SUCCESS class with MeMoves. The Life 
Skills classes use MeMoves at the end of a busy day in 
order to avoid the normal end of the day chaos, and the 
general education classes have used the program before 
testing or after recess to help refocus and concentrate 
on the business of learning. The children “love it” and 
MeMoves has proven to be fantastic for focusing and 
calming students before work or transitions. To learn 
move about MeMoves visit; http://www.thinkingmoves.
com

Gaining Joy, Calm and Focus Through Movement



by Terri Schoonaert, BEST, and Carol Hesch, OT

 In an effort to give students the 
skills they will need to take care of 
themselves, Warren Primary Center 
is extremely pleased to announce its 
Charm School. Charm School is run 
by a paraprofessional and overseen 
by a teacher. It teaches young stu-
dents to care for themselves. Charm 
School helps students learn the 
power of cooperation, sharing, car-
ing for others, using school appro-
priate language and tone, and basic 
procedures for assuming personal 
responsibility. The students work 
each day on skills such as brush-
ing their teeth, washing their faces, 
caring for their clothing, brushing 
their hair, and maintaining personal 

Breakfast is Charming at Warren Primary Center
hygiene. They also learn practical home living skills 
such as sorting/matching, folding, and using hangers 

for clothes. Charm school reinforces 
OT by encouraging self-help and 
fine motor skills vital for indepen-
dence.
 Charm School currently consists 
of five Special Education students 
who meet for breakfast beforehand 
to practice language and social skills 
through adult led conversations. 
They are learning to be socially 
appropriate and show responsible 
citizenship through reciting the 
Pledge of Allegiance and the Warren 
School pledge. This is a wonder-
ful opportunity to teach these girls 
they are valued and they are visibly 
proud when they walk out of Charm 
School!

by Tom Spencer, Editor

 The U.S. Department of Education has issued a 
45-page resource guide on restraint and seclusion in 
public schools. The document outlines 15 principles to 
guide educators and others in the creation of polices sur-
rounding the use of restraint and seclusion. The Depart-
ment has stated that the document is not intended as “of-
ficial guidance, but rather “thoughtful encouragement” 
on the proper use of restraint and seclusion procedures. 
The document can be accessed at the U.S. Department of 
Education website, www2ed.gov/policy/seclusion/index.
html  Advocacy groups have lobbied Congress to enact 
Federal standards on the restraint and seclusion but as 
of yet Congress has not passed such legislation.
 Betty Lynch, former director of Special Education 
for the SBCSC, died on April 29 at the age of 87. Betty 
served as Director of Special Education from 1973-1989. 
It was during her tenure that Federal and State mandates, 
Public Law 94-142 and Rule S-1, were implemented 

which established the initial guidelines for education of 
children with disabilities. Betty was also responsible for 
initiating the publication of The Special Edition, now in 
its 26th year. At the time of her retirement in 1989, Betty 
was praised for the “high ideals and quest for excellence” 
that she established in her sixteen years as director. 
 Several special educators were named Teachers of 
the Year at their respective buildings Congratulations 
to Laura Hasty (Speech and Language at Wilson), 
Denise Kissinger (Cross Categorical at Muessel), and 
Machelle Seese (Cross Categorical at Swanson). Laura 
was recognized as well in the “Honors Group.”
 A number of Special Education teachers and staff 
were recently awarded grants from the Public Education 
Foundation. They include: Roger Schwager (Jefferson); 
Kathleen Petitjean (OT, SNAP); Denise Domonkos 
(Monroe); Deborah Mitchell (Greene); Cyndi Smith 
and Brenda Hinkle (Autism Resource Consultants).

National and Local News and Updates

A staff member and student work  on caring 
for clothes in Warren’s “charm school.”
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AUTISM CORNER
By Cyndi Smith, SBCSC Autism Consultant

Students Can Learn to Inhibit Unexpected Behaviors
 All of us, at times, can cause other people to have uncomfortable thoughts about us.  This is often the case 
when we display behaviors that others do not expect from us, e.g., behaviors like talking off topic, yelling 
behavior, and refusal behaviors.  Because our behavior was unexpected, the other person may feel yucky, sad, 
uncomfortable, and not even sure he/she even wants to be around us.  It is important for our students to learn 
that their behaviors do affect how others feel about them, and they can change how others see them. (See an 
earlier issue of the Special Edition for Michelle G. Winner’s “connecting the dots” for expected and unexpected 
behaviors.)
 Gini’s Story:  Lists of Expected and Unexpected behaviors “for classroom work behaviors” were posted 
on Gini’s desk.  As the activity progressed, I would put on the table colored manipulatives that represented 
the expected (e.g., green chips) and unexpected (e.g., red chips) behaviors, as Gini displayed those behaviors.  
The red chips were put on the table when unexpected behaviors were observed, but green  chips were given 
intermittently for ongoing expected behaviors, with more greens on the table when I wanted specifically to 
encourage Gini’s positive, expected responses.   Gini was told that saying, “I’m sorry,” did not make me for-
get the unexpected behaviors, represented by the red chips.  However, Gini could make the reds “appear to 
go away” by earning more greens, thus leaving me with an overall positive feeling about the session.  Gini 
could “see” this effect when the green chips essentially covered most of the red chips.  These chips were put 
on the table without comment (and with only occasionally pointing to the unexpected behavior on her list for 
clarification, when that behavior was displayed).   Gini responded to the seeing the red chips by changing her 
behavior (in this case, her off-task behaviors).
 Further explanation about “changing the teacher’s perception of the student”: A student may want the 
teacher to remove a red chip once he/she has repaired the behavior.  Explain that the student might grab the 
red chip, but the student cannot take the memory of his/her behavior out of the teacher’s memory.  The chips 
represent the teacher’s thoughts and thoughts help to form memory.  However, the student can make the red 
chips appear to go away by earning more green chips.  This visually underscores the idea that students can 

influence the teacher to have more good thoughts about him/her, resulting in an overall 
good feeling about him/her in that activity.  (Taken from The Zones Regulation by Leah 
M. Kuypers)
         In this picture, a student’s lists of expected and unexpected behaviors (which were 
observed and listed in advance of the activity) were put on the table in front of the student.  
Colored Lite Brite pegs were used for expected behaviors and paper clips were used for 
unexpected behaviors.  The Expected behaviors were: doing work, listening, saying “Ok” 
or “I’ll try” or “Can you help me,” sitting at the table; and Unexpected behaviors were: 
crying/screaming, saying “I can’t” or “I don’t want to,” being silly, or arguing.


